
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Basic Overview: 
One-Half Night is done halfway through the year to celebrate the children making it to the halfway point (usually this is sometime in 
January)! On this night, the children can earn points for dressing half of their body one way and the other half the other way. Some 
examples of how to dress could include: wearing a sandal on their right foot and a tennis shoe on their left foot, wearing a glove on 
their right hand and a wrist band or bracelets on their left wrist, rolling up the pant leg on their right leg and leaving the left pant leg 
down, pulling up the shirt sleeve of their right arm and leaving the other one down, painting the right half of their face blue and the left 
half red, combing or braiding their hair on the right side, but leaving the left side messy, decorating half of their shirt or pants with 
tape or markers and not the other side, etc. Give a prize to the child with the most creative one-half outfit! Special prizes can also be 
given to those who are halfway through their books. 

 
Additional Ideas: 
During game time, games can be done where the children go halfway around the circle or halfway down the floor. 
 
Reminder Flyer: 
See the flyer and additional instructions on the next pages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One-Half Night 



Remember, next week is … 

We are halfway through the year! To 
celebrate, we want everyone to dress one 

way on one half and a different way on 
the other half (wear two different shoes, 
roll up one pant leg or shirt sleeve, paint 
each half your face a different color, do 

your hair differently on each half, or 
decorate half of your shirt or pants, etc.).  
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